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Abstract—In this paper we present and evaluate the
performance of a resource allocation algorithm to enhance the
Quality of Service (QoS) provision and energy efficiency of
downlink Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
(OFDMA) systems. The proposed algorithm performs resource
allocation using information on the downlink packet delay, the
average delay and data rate of past allocations, as well as the
downlink users’ buffer status in order to minimize packet
segmentation. Based on simulation results, the proposed
algorithm achieves significant performance improvement in
terms of packet timeout rate, goodput, fairness, and average
delay. Moreover, the effect of poor QoS provision on energy
efficiency is demonstrated through the evaluation of the
performance in terms of energy consumption per successfully
received bit.
Index Terms— Energy efficiency, Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiple Access (OFDMA), Quality of Service (QoS),
resource allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION
ne of the major challenges in future mobile
communication networks is the need for increased
capacity, Quality of Service (QoS) provision and energy
efficiency. Among the most prominent approaches to achieve
these goals is the design and employment of efficient resource
allocation schemes. To this end, significant research progress
has been made in the area of downlink resource allocation in
Long Term Evolution (LTE), and Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) networks in general [1].
Ιn [2]-[10], emphasis is given on resource allocation
schemes that aim at enhanced QoS provision. Specifically, in
[2], the authors propose and compare the performance of two
scheduling algorithms, i.e., a maximum-rate scheduler, which
prioritizes the users based on the highest supported bit rate
according to their channel quality, and a proportional-fair (PF)
scheduler, which improves fairness among users. Two of the
most notable resource allocation rules, namely the exponential
(EXP) rule and the log rule are described in [3] and [4],
respectively. In [5], the performance of the well-known
maximum-rate, round robin, PF, EXP/PF [6], and maximumlargest weighted delay first (M-LWDF) [7] resource allocation
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algorithms is compared, with M-LWDF achieving higher
system throughput and fairness.
In [8], a two-level scheduling algorithm is described. In the
upper level, the amount of data of each source in order to
satisfy its delay constraint is calculated. At the lower level the
PF scheduler is used. A weighted round-robin resource
allocation algorithm is proposed in [9] to improve system
throughput, guarantee application layer QoS, in terms of video
distortion, and ensure fairness, taking into consideration the
channel quality, the packet delay constraints and the average
data rate of each user. In [10], a resource allocation algorithm
that operates in three phases is presented. In the first phase, the
resource blocks are allocated to the User Equipment (UE)
devices based on their Channel Quality Information (CQI).
Then, the packet delays are predicted. Finally, the
transmission order is rearranged and the packets that cannot
meet their delay requirements are discarded.
Very useful conclusions regarding the trade-off between the
energy efficiency (EE), i.e., the ratio of throughput over the
total power consumption expressed in bits per Joule, and QoS
in OFDMA networks are drawn in the recent bibliography.
Specifically, the relation between energy efficiency and
spectral efficiency, i.e., the ratio of throughput over the
bandwidth expressed in bits per second per Hertz, in a singlecell OFDMA network is shown to be a quasi-concave function
[11]. In [12], the authors propose a method for energy efficient
resource allocation and an algorithm for trading bandwidth for
energy efficiency during low load periods. A scheduling
technique that, combined with the use of an energy efficient
scheduler, allows users whose energy consumption is
dominated by control channel overhead to reduce their overall
energy expenditure by reducing the number of resource blocks
allocated to them is presented in [13]. In [14], an optimization
problem for the energy efficiency maximization subject to
users’ minimum transmission rate requirements and maximum
transmission power constraints is described.
According to the related literature, downlink resource
allocation is usually performed per resource block, i.e., in each
subframe a resource block is allocated to the user who
maximizes a specific metric. The overall performance of the
system highly depends on the parameters that comprise this
metric. However, this approach does not take into
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consideration the effect of packet segmentation on the overall
system performance. Specifically, in case the allocated
resource blocks are not enough to transmit a user’s packet as a
whole, the need for packet segmentation introduces overhead,
due to the introduction of separate protocol headers in each
packet segment. Furthermore, in the case of real-time
applications, where Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ)
techniques are not employed, the loss of one packet segment
results in the need to discard all the already received segments
of the same packet and the waste of the respective resources
used for their transmission. Moreover, as shown in Table I, the
proposals that focus on QoS provision to real time applications
do not consider energy efficiency [2]-[10], while the ones that
mainly focus on energy efficiency do not explicitly support the
strict constraints of realistic real-time applications in terms of
packet delay [12]-[14].
Motivated by the above, in this paper we propose a QoSoriented and energy efficient resource allocation algorithm for
downlink LTE systems. Resource allocation is performed
taking into consideration the packet delays in the downlink
direction, the average delay and data rate of allocations in the
past, as well as downlink buffer status in terms of packet
segmentation. The main contributions of this paper with
respect to the reviewed literature are summarized as follows:
1) Consideration of the effect of packet segmentation,
performed at the Radio Link Control (RLC) layer, on the
resource allocation. The proposed algorithm i) aims at
allocating enough resources in each subframe to each user
in order to transmit their packets as a whole and ii)
prioritizes users whose pending packets are already
segmented in order to transmit packet segments as soon as
possible and avoid the discarding of already received
packet segments due to expiration.
2) Demonstration of the effect of QoS on energy efficiency
through the evaluation of the system performance in terms
of the total energy consumption per successfully received
bit.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the
system model. Section III describes in detail the proposed
downlink resource allocation algorithm, whose performance is
evaluated through simulations in section IV. Finally, section V
contains conclusions and discusses on plans for future work.

Reference
PF-Multiuser [2]
EXP-Rule [3]
Log Rule [4]
EXP/PF, M-LWDF [5]
[8]
[9]
[10]
TCoM [12], [13]
QA-ERS [14]

II. SYSTEM MODEL
The system model consists of a single LTE macro cell and a
number of UE devices, randomly deployed in the macro cell
coverage area. For the remainder of this document the terms
user and UE are used interchangeably. Each user has an active
real-time video connection on the downlink and the eNodeB is
responsible to allocate the available resources in a fair, QoS
and energy efficient manner, employing the proposed resource
allocation algorithm. Table II summarizes the parameters used
for the formulation and performance evaluation of the
proposed algorithm.
In the time domain, downlink LTE transmissions are
organized into radio frames, each of which consists of two
half-frames. A half-frame consists of five equally sized
subframes of length ௦ each. Each subframe consists of two

equally sized slots. Each slot consists of ௦௬
OFDM

symbols, including cyclic prefix. The exact value of ௦௬
depends on the cyclic prefix length, which is configured by the
higher layers. The resource grid describing the downlink

ோ
transmitted signals in each slot consists of ோ
× ௌ

subcarriers and ௦௬ OFDM symbols. The smallest physical
resource in LTE is a resource element, consisting of one
subcarrier during one OFDM symbol. Resource elements are
grouped into resource blocks, where each resource block
ோ
consists of ௌ
consecutive subcarriers in the frequency

domain and one slot consisting of ௦௬
OFDM symbols in
the time domain [15]. A scheduling block consists of two
consecutive resource blocks, spanning a subframe of length
equal to ௦ , and is the minimum amount of resources that can
be allocated to a user in a subframe.
III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

As a first step, the set of active users  is sorted in
descending order of  . This is a metric that aims to
provide higher resource allocation priority to users with
increased waiting time with respect to the delay threshold,
high average delay and low average data rate of their
allocations in the past, as well as segments of already
transmitted packets. To this end,   is defined as
  = 

ௗವಽ ሺ௧ሻ
ௗ,

exp

ഥವಽ ሺ௧ሻ

ோതವಽ ሺ௧ሻ

(1)

In order to avoid wasting of resources and transmission
power spent for already transmitted packet segments,  is a

TABLE I.
QoS AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION PARAMETERS CONSIDERED IN DOWNLINK RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Traffic model
QoS parameters
Energy efficiency parameters
Not explicitly specified
Average bit rate maximization, fairness
Mutually independent ergodic Markov
Throughput
chains with countable state spaces
i.i.d. Bernoulli process, 1kb packet size
Average packet delay, 99th percentile delay
128 kb/s video streaming service
System throughput, packet loss rate, fairness
Packet loss rate minimization, average
H.264 video, voice over Internet Protocol
goodput maximization, fairness, peak signal to
(VoIP), infinite buffer (best effort)
noise ratio (PSNR)
H.264 video
PSNR
Invalid packet rate, goodput, packet average
H.264 video
delay, packet dropping rates
Constant size buffer model
Data rate
RF energy consumption gain
Not explicitly specified, minimum rate
QoS satisfaction index
Energy efficiency
requirement per user 128 kb/s
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TABLE II.
DEFINITION OF SYSTEM MODEL PARAMETERS
Parameter
Definition
Downlink scheduling metric of user ݅
݉ ሺݐሻ
Segmentation bias
ߜ
݀ ሺݐሻ
Downlink queuing delay of user ݅ (s)
݀௧,
Queuing delay threshold of user ݅ (s)
ഥ ሺݐሻ
Average downlink delay of user ݅ (s)
ܦ
Average downlink rate of user ݅ (b/s)
ܴത ሺݐሻ
Average delay and rate calculation factor
ߚ
ݎ ሺݐሻ
Instantaneous downlink rate of user ݅ (b/s)
Length of HoL data packet of user ݅ (b)
ܮ
ܯ
Modulation of user ݅ (b/symbol)
Coding rate of user ݅
ܥ
Number of required scheduling blocks of user ݅ with
ܰܵܤ ሺܯ , ܥ ሻ
Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) ሺܯ , ܥ ሻ
Number of data carrying resource elements in a
ܮ
ௌ
downlink scheduling block
Set of available scheduling blocks for user ݅ with
Φ,ሺெ ,ሻ
MCS ሺܯ , ܥ ሻ
Number of bits that can be allocated to user ݅ with
ܮ,ሺெ, ሻ
MCS ሺܯ , ܥ ሻ
ߛ,
SNR of user ݅ on scheduling block ݆
ܲ,
Transmission power of user ݅ on scheduling block ݆
Acceptable packet loss rate of user ݅
ߙ
Total number of resource blocks per slot
ܰோ
Number of OFDM symbols per downlink resource

ܰ௦௬
block
ோ
Number of subcarriers per resource block
ܰௌ
ܰோ,ௌ
Number of resource blocks per scheduling block
ܶ௦
Subframe duration (s)
Set of users
ܷ
Set of available scheduling blocks
Φ
Set of allocated scheduling blocks to user ݅
ܩ

parameter that gives resource allocation priority to users
whose head-of-line (HoL) packet is segmented. The aim of
this is to transmit segments of the same packet as closely as
possible to each other in order to avoid their expiration and the
discarding of the already successfully received segments.  is
formulated as follows:
 ,
HoL packet of user is segmented
(2)
 = ௦
,
1 − ௦ , else
where 0 ≤ ௦ ≤ 1.
  is the delay of the HoL packet of user , while ௧,
is the delay threshold, beyond which the packet is no longer
considered usable and is discarded by the user’s buffer.
  and   are the average delay and data rate,

respectively, experienced by user
in the past, and are
calculated using a weighted moving average formula:
  =   + 1 − 
  − 1 and
(3)






(4)


1


= 
+ − 
− 1,


where 
is the instantaneous downlink data rate of user
  and   in
and 0 ≤  ≤ 1. The incorporation of 
  allows the prioritization of users that were served with
high average delay and low average data rate in the past, thus
increasing the fairness of the proposed solution.
In order to avoid packet segmentation, in each subframe the
proposed algorithm aims at allocating to each user enough

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm

scheduling blocks in order to transmit its HoL packet as a
whole. The required amount of scheduling blocks,
  ,  , depends on the HoL packet size  , the
modulation  and coding rate  , and the number of data
carrying resource elements per downlink scheduling block 
ௌ
as follows:
  ,   = 



 ୪୭మ ெ ವಽ
ೄಳ

.

(5)

This number is calculated for all MCSs. Then, the MCS of
user is determined in (6), shown at the bottom of the page,
where Φ,ሺெ , ሻ  is the number of available scheduling blocks
of user
with MCS  ,  . A scheduling block  is
considered available to user with MCS  ,   if its Signalto-Noise Ratio (SNR) , exceeds a specific threshold ௧ .
Therefore, in case there are enough scheduling blocks to
accommodate the user’s HoL packet as a whole, the MCS
selected is the one that results in the need for the minimum
number of scheduling blocks. Otherwise, the MCS is the one
that results in the maximum number of bits that can be
allocated to this user, i.e., ,ሺெ , ሻ = Φ,ሺெ ,ሻ 
ௌ  log ଶ  .
A flowchart of the proposed resource allocation performed
in each subframe is shown in Fig. 1. For each user ∈ , in
descending order of  , the proposed downlink resource

arg min   ,  !, ∃ ,  :   ,   ≤ Φ,ሺெ , ሻ 
ሺெ , ሻ
 ∗ ,  ∗  = 
"
arg max ,ሺெ ,ሻ !,
∀ ,  :   ,   > Φ,ሺெ ,ሻ 
ሺெ , ሻ
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TABLE III.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PARAMETERS
Parameter
Value
Physical layer parameters
Channel bandwidth: 10MHz,
Subframe duration (ܶ௦ ): 1ms,
Number of RBs (ܰோ ): 50
ோ
Resource block format
):
Number of subcarriers per RB (ܰௌ
12, Number of symbols per RB

(ܰ௦௬
): 7, Subcarrier spacing: 15kHz
Reference Signal transmissions
4 Reference Signals per RB
Downlink control region size
2 OFDM symbols per subframe
TDD configuration
Configuration 1, DL:UL 3:2
Modulation and Coding
QPSK 1/2, 16-QAM 1/2, 64-QAM 3/4
Schemes
Inter-eNodeB distance
500m
Path loss model
128.1+37.6log ଵ ݀, ݀: distance from
the eNodeB (km)
Transmitter antenna gain
18dBi
Receiver antenna gain
0dBi
Cable loss
2dB
Receiver Noise Floor
-95dBm
Interference margin
3dB
Control channel overhead
1dB
Shadowing
Log normal, ߪ=8dB
Fading
Rayleigh
Maximum transmission power
20W
Maximum tolerable delay
20ms
(݀௧, )
RLC mode
Unacknowledged mode (UM)
Traffic model
H264 video traffic QCIF 176x144
Protocol header sizes
RTP/UDP/IP with ROCH
Compression: 3 bytes, PDCP: 2bytes,
RLC: 3 bytes, MAC: 2 bytes, CRC:
3bytes
0.9
Segmentation bias (ߜ௦ )
Average delay and rate
0.2
calculation factor (ߚ)

allocation algorithm performs the following steps, if there are
scheduling blocks available for allocation, i.e., set Φ is nonempty:
1) Firstly, the user’s MCS is determined, based on (5) and
(6).
2) If there are enough scheduling blocks to accommodate the
user’s HoL packet as a whole, i.e.,   ,   ≤
Φ,ሺெ , ሻ , the set Φ,ሺெ, ሻ is ordered in descending
order of SNR , , and the   ,   scheduling
blocks of this set with the highest SNR, which are not
necessarily contiguous, are the ones that comprise # , i.e.,
the set of all scheduling blocks allocated to user in this
subframe.
3) Otherwise, if the available scheduling blocks of set
Φ,ሺெ , ሻ are not enough to accommodate the packet as a
whole, i.e.,   ,   > Φ,ሺெ , ሻ , all of them are
allocated to user and the packet needs to be segmented.
4) When the resource allocation for user is finalized, the
user is removed from  and all its allocated scheduling
blocks, i.e., belonging to # , are removed from the set Φ
of available scheduling blocks.
If Φ ≠ ∅ and  ≠ ∅, the resource allocation algorithm
proceeds to the next user, otherwise the resource allocation for
this subframe is complete and the algorithm terminates.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of the proposed resource
allocation algorithm, a simulation model was built in
MATLAB. The performance of the system employing the
proposed algorithm is compared to three legacy systems that
employ the PF, EE, and M-LWDF algorithms, respectively.
Specifically, according to the PF algorithm, a scheduling
block is allocated to the user who maximizes the ratio of
instantaneous data rate to the average data rate, i.e.,

 =  ⁄ . The EE algorithm allocates a
,ி
scheduling block to the user who maximizes the ratio of
instantaneous data rate to the transmission power required,

 = % '&, (, where &, is the transmission
i.e., ,ாா
power of user on scheduling block . However, it has to be
noted that no power control is performed in downlink LTE
systems, therefore all scheduling blocks have the same
transmission power level. Therefore, in this case the EE
algorithm is similar to the maximum-rate algorithm. Finally,
the M-LWDF algorithm allocates a scheduling block to the

 =
user who maximizes the product ,ெିௐி




⁄


⁄

,
%− log ) ௧, (

where ) is the

acceptable packet loss rate of user .
The simulation environment consists of a single LTE cell
and a variable number of UE devices within the cell’s
coverage area. The individual subsystems of the simulation
model employed are as follows:
The traffic generator uses the Joint Scalable Video Model
(JSVM) reference software [16] in order to generate variablelength video traffic frames for each UE, starting at a random
instance within the first 33 ms of a simulation run. The video
sequence used is the well-known “Highway” video sequence

[17], with a rate of 30 frames per second (fps). The created
video traffic frames are provided to the resource allocator.
The channel model simulates the physical layer channel
conditions by providing path loss, shadowing, and short-term
fading. It produces bit errors randomly for each connection,
based on the allocated scheduling blocks and the MCS per
user. Perfect channel knowledge is assumed for the purposes
of Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC). The link budget
parameters are summarized in Table III [18].
The resource allocator is the entity that is responsible for
allocating the downlink resources to the different UE devices
following either the proposed algorithm, or the legacy
approaches.
The simulation scenario considers an increasing number of
users, each one with one downlink video connection. The
systems’ performance is evaluated in terms of packet timeout
rate, delay, goodput, fairness, and energy efficiency of
successfully received bits. All simulation model parameters
are summarized in Table III. In order to achieve statistical
accuracy, 50 simulation runs were executed.
Fig. 2 depicts the packet timeout rate, i.e., the number of
packets that are discarded due to expiration in the unit of time,
with respect to an increasing number of users. In the case of
the PF and EE systems, the packet timeout rate follows a sharp
increase with the increase of the number of users due to the
fact that the increased congestion results in excessive packet
delays and packet expirations that cannot be avoided, since
delay is not considered in their resource allocation process. In
the case of the M-LWDF algorithm, the packet delay is taken
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Fig. 2. Average packet timeout rate versus the number of users.

Fig. 3. Average delay versus the number of users

into consideration, however, the packets are not prioritized
based on their segmentation status, therefore the excessive
delay of at least one packet segment results in the expiration
and discarding of the whole packet. Therefore, the system
employing the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms
the three legacy systems in terms of packet timeout rate. This
is a result of the prioritization of users based on their packet
delays with respect to their delay threshold as well as their
segmentation status, therefore significantly reducing the
packet expirations.
Fig. 3 depicts the average packet delay with respect to an
increasing number of users. In the PF and EE systems, the
average packet delay increases very quickly with the increase
of the number of users. This is a result of the fact that these
algorithms do not take into consideration the packet delay in
the resource allocation process. As already described above,
even though the M-LWDF algorithm takes into consideration
the packet delay it does not prioritize the packets based on
their segmentation status, therefore the increased delay of at
least one packet segment results in the delayed packet
reassembly at the receiving side. Therefore, the system
employing the proposed algorithm, which prioritizes users
with segmented packets and increased delay with respect to
their delay threshold, significantly outperforms the three
legacy systems in terms of average packet delay.
Fig. 4 depicts the fairness of the four systems. Fairness is
evaluated using the Jain Index of Fairness, i.e., *+ =
∑∈ா  ଶ⁄|.| ∙ ∑∈ா ଶ , where   is the
throughput of user [19]. As expected, the PF and M-LWDF
systems that take into consideration the average data rate of
past allocations achieve higher fairness, compared to the EE
system, which only considers the users’ instantaneous data
rates in the resource allocation. The system that employs the
proposed algorithm achieves improved fairness compared to
all the legacy systems. This is a result of the fact that the
proposed algorithm also takes into consideration the average
  in the user prioritization, favoring users
packet delay 
that have experienced high average delay in past allocations.
Fig. 5 depicts the average goodput, i.e., the number of
useful bits that reach the application layer in the unit of time.
As it can be seen, the goodput follows a declining course with

the increase of the number of users, as a result of the
increasing congestion, which leads to excessive packet delays
and timeouts. However, all the legacy systems experience a
rapid deterioration of the goodput with the increase of the
number of users. On the contrary, the system employing the
proposed algorithm achieves a significantly improved
goodput, even in the cases of increased number of users.
In order to highlight the interdependency of the energy
efficiency and QoS provision, Fig. 6 depicts the systems’
performance in terms of energy efficiency of successfully
received bits. This is defined as the amount of data
successfully concatenated at the receiver’s RLC layer (in Mb)
for a given amount of transmission energy (in J) and
represents the average energy consumption per successfully
received bit. As it can be seen, in the proposed system the
energy efficiency of received bits is more than 6-times
improved compared to that of the legacy systems. This is a
result of the fact that, due to packet segmentation performed at
the RLC layer, a packet segment loss may be unrecoverable at
the receiving side, therefore leading to the waste of already
received packet segments, whose transmission consumed
energy. This could be partly mitigated by efficient ARQ
schemes. However, these are not appropriate for real-time
applications, since the required retransmissions induce
additional delays that may result in a packet having expired
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before being reassembled at the receiving side. This result
highlights the effect that enhanced QoS provision has on
energy efficiency, since the lower packet loss rate and the
prioritization of segmented packets of the proposed system
results in lower waste of already transmitted packet segments,
and a larger amount of packets successfully being reassembled
by the receiver RLC layer.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced a downlink resource allocation
algorithm for OFDMA systems, which focuses on QoS
provision in real-time applications and energy efficiency. The
proposed algorithm prioritizes users based on their estimated
packet delay, the average delay and data rate of past
allocations, as well as their buffer status with regards to packet
segmentation. Simulation results highlight the considerable
performance improvement achieved by the proposed
algorithm compared to the PF, EE, and M-LWDF algorithms
in terms of packet timeout rate, goodput, fairness, and average
delay. In order to emphasize on the negative effect of poor
QoS provision on energy efficiency, the system was also
evaluated in terms of energy consumption per successfully
received bit. Our plans for future work include the extension
of the proposed downlink resource allocation to a multicell
scenario, and the enhancement of its functionality with
interference coordination and avoidance features.
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